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© 79% say lack of courtesy and respect a serious 
national problem 

© 61%  say worsening trend in recent years

Public Agenda Study, April 2002   Pew Charitable Trust 
Funding



© 83% important to work in civil environments
© 70% contemplated changing jobs
© 25% say incivility worsened in last 12 months
© 37% decreased effort at work
© 13% used health care and employee 

assistance benefits

Baltimore Workplace Civility Study 2003



© Understand the difference between Workplace 
Civility (WPC) and Workplace Incivility (WPI)

© Understand the impact of WPI & WPC

© Understand successful strategies and techniques 
that promote WPC



© Brief case
© Lunch
© Wallet
© ID
© Gym bag
© Safety Gear
© Ourselves!



© Behaviors or attitudes with ambiguous intent to 
harm the target, typically in violation of 
workplace norms for mutual respect

© Uncivil behaviors are characteristically:
! rude and discourteous
! displaying a lack of regard for others





© Verbal Abuse/Non Verbal Abuse
! Yelling, public berating, profane language, silent 

treatment, sarcasm, posturing, staring, leering
© Physical Abuse

! Pushing, pinching, slapping, bumping, hitting, …etc.

© Sexual Abuse
! Comments, manipulation, leering, rape

© Negative behavior
! Whining, pessimistic, negative attitude, fault finding, interupting, 

one-ups-man-ship 

© Inconsiderate and rude behavior



© Bullying*
© Interrupting others without care
© Not listening
© Disrupting meetings, inappropriate behavior 

at meetings
© Rumoring, gossiping about or damaging a co-

worker’s reputation
© Perching impatiently over someone’s desk, 

waiting for undivided attention

Quoted from Envisonworks, Inc.



© “Forgetting” to share credit for collaborative 
work

© Asking for input and then 
discounting/ignoring it

© Keeping others awaiting access to 
information without recourse

© Over-ruling decisions without open, direct 
rationale

© “Flaming” someone on e-mail
Quoted from Envisonworks, 
Inc.





© Directors

© Staff

© Contractors

© Supervisors

© Managers

© Visitors

© In other words;

!All 



Contributors to Incivility
© Stress

! Personal and work related
© Distractions/doing more with less
© Burnout
© Job dissatisfaction
© Poor communication
© Personality conflicts
© Workplace problems and concerns

! Feeling Devalued/disrespected
© Result of incivility is low morale
© Economics

OR

What came First?



©Civility is behavior that:
!Shows respect toward each other
!Causes another to feel valued 
!Contributes to mutual respect, effective                              

communication and team collaboration 
! Incorporates self respect  
! Is Courteous

“Civility costs nothing and 
buys everything.” 

Mary Worley Montagu 



Civility: “the sum of the many sacrifices we are 
called to make for the sake of living 
together…We should make sacrifices for others 
not simply because doing so makes social life 
easier, but as a signal of respect for our fellow 
citizens, marking them as equals…” 

Stephen L. Carter

Civility: Manners, Morals and the Etiquette 
of Democracy 



© Increased morale
© Happier, healthier, and more productive 

workforce
© Retention of good employees
© Lowers cost associated with turnover
© Fosters teamwork
© Lowers lost work hours
© It works and feels good



© The quality of our 
lives depends on the 
quality of our 
relationships

© Whether we like it 
or not, we are wax 
upon which others 
leave their mark



Catecholamines and the 
hormone cortisol are the main 
factors in stress response

Neuro-chemicals increase 
blood pressure

Repeated stress response can 
lead to serious cardiovascular 
disease and other ailments

“Tend and befriend” just as 
innate as “fight or flight”

Elicits oxytocin, the hormone of 
bonding and caring Nurturing, 
not self-interest

Connection, not selfishness or 
aggression

Shelley Taylor, UCLA, The Tending Instinct 
(2003)(evolutionary biology)

Incivility Civility



© Morale
© Interpersonal relations
© Service
© Economics
© Collaboration/Teamwork
© Trust
© Operations

©Safety



Incivility Stress
Response

Distraction
Preoccupation

Accidents
Poor Performance

A civil and congenial encounter is good for us 
because it has the effect of keeping at bay the 
storm of stress response.  Positive social 
interaction produces relaxation and relaxation 
produces good health.



©Managers can spend time and energy:
!Refereeing, intervening, mediating, 

and peacekeeping  

or….
!Evaluating, setting the tone, 

planning, visioning, inspiring, and 
coaching





©Your Attitude almost always determines 
your happiness or unhappiness in life!

©Attitudes foster Resilience 
©Attitudes can change
©Attitudes are contagious…

© Is yours worth catching?





© Self Esteem
© Self Efficacy
© Optimism
© Locus of Control
© Belonging

© Empathy
© Communication
© Self Motivation
© Self Awareness
© Self Monitoring





© Empowerment/freedom
© Approval
© Inclusion
© Justice
© Identity
© Respect

Obtained through Civility aligned with 
People Based Safety approach



© Lead yourself before trying to lead others
© Provide team with ownership in process
© Show appreciation and recognition
© Build an atmosphere of trust/cooperation
© Develop your staff
© Foster inclusion/embrace differences 
© Encourage stress management
© Understand the leader is a facilitator
© Be nice, courteous, and treat all with dignity



© Walk the Talk
© Reduce Impersonal-ization
© Have the Conversation
© Make it Policy
© Conflict Management

! Do what works

© Teach & Practice Civility
© Use Team-Building Exercises



© Recognize incivility for what it is (Context)
! Situation

© Have healthy boundaries
! Avoid personalizing

© Avoid escalation
! Time out

© Stay away from the low road
! Be respectful and treat all with dignity

© Vent your frustration with a trusted friend or 
confidant



© “You must…”
© “You lied to me”
© “This is so typical of you…”
© “You always / you never”
© “If you don’t do this, 

then…”
© “You’ll never change”
© “You’re being hysterical”

© “Have you considered…”
© “ You misinformed me”
© “ This has happened several 

times before…”
© “It seems that when…this 

happens (result)…”
© “The challenge is..”
© “We’ve addressed this several 

times before with no change…”
© “You seem upset…”



© Be on time for meetings

© Do not do unrelated work in meetings (text messaging, 
multi tasking, phone calls,… etc)

© Watch your body language

© Greet and respond (In person and e-mails)
! “Good Morning…Please and Thank you”

© Apologize when you are in the wrong
! Avoid phrases like…”my bad.”

© Respect co-worker’s “stuff” (e.g., food in the refrigerator)

© Positive reinforcement



© Keep your cell phone turned off or in silent or vibrate 
mode whenever possible

© Use an appropriate volume of speaking when talking in 
the office, at meetings or on your cell phone 

© Respect someone’s request for a “quiet zone” or “do not 
disturb” time

© Communicate in a professional and courteous manner in 
all forms and at all times

© Respect all people, policies, rules and regulations
© Take responsibility for your choices and actions 
© Accept consequences of inappropriate choices and 

actions



© You can’t change the uncivil employee or uncivil 
situation with incivility>>>> keep your cool

© Keep your expectations realistic
! Do not expect apologies…the goal is change 

where possible
© Employees want to be believed in even in discipline.

! End the conversation with a positive…” I believe 
you can make the necessary changes to be 
successful”



'Be kinder than necessary, for 
everyone you meet is fighting 
some kind of battle’



© Be proactive and be nice first even if it requires great 
restraint: remember not to keep score

© It’s OK to take a Time Out if you need to cool off 
before addressing a difficult situation

© Know your resources/gain a perspective
! Trusted Friends, mentor, EAP, Employee Relations,         

Civil Rights and Diversity Office…etc

© Consider allowing some things to slide especially if 
there is no harm intended………





© 10. Using cell-phones in mid-conversation or in a 
meeting (or the bathroom!)

© 9. Smoking in non-smoking areas, or near non-
smokers without permission

© 8. Misuse of handicapped privileges

© 7. Littering (trash, spitting, pet waste)

© 6. Aggressive or bullying children



© 5.  Jokes or remarks that mock race, age, gender, 
religion, or sexual preference

© 4. Treating service providers as inferiors

© 3. Taking credit for someone else’s work

© 2. Road Rage:
! Dangerous/reckless/aggressive driving

© 1. Discrimination in the workplace



“After our ages long journey 
from savagery  to civilization, 
let’s hope we haven’t bought
a round trip ticket”

Dr. Robert Ramsey, 
“The Case for Civility in the Workplace”

The inescapable truth is …. 
we are all in this together
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